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Background
• INS/DINS measurements at eV energies (direct&inverse): Brugger (Taylor, 

Soper) et al  1984 

• DINS at multi-eV with a chopper (MARI) 2010 (Stock et al., PRB)
• Simultaneous INS and DINS using the SEQUOIA chopper at SNS
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Single particle excitations in molecules and local 
effective potentials-1

Measure single-particle
Excitation, es. 

Stretching : 0 to 1
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Single particle excitations in molecules and 
local effective potentials-2

Measure single-particle
Excitation, es. 0 to 1

0

1

Assume an underlying parabolic potential
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Single particle proton excitations in 
molecules and local effective potentials-3

Measure single-particle
Excitation, es. 0 to 1

Assume an underlying parabolic potential

Gaussian proton wave function

Gaussian proton momentum 
distribution (multivariate in 3D)
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Single particle proton excitations in 
molecules and local effective potentials-4

Measure single-particle
Excitation, es. 0 to 1

Assume an underlying parabolic potential

Gaussian proton wave function

Gaussian proton momentum 
distribution (multivariate in 3D)

“True potential”
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Potential energy surface of the proton along the bond

The  Fourier Transform of
2 is

n( p)
The  variance  of n( p) is

EK 
p2

2M

Momentum distribution

Kinetic energy

Analysis of proton displacement in the harmonic assumption leads to a kinetic 
Energy (157 meV)  10% larger than the Path Integral value (143 meV) !



Measurements on bulk ice and 
water on SEQUOIA 

Kinematics and intensity contour maps –IPTS 3073

BL 17 at SNS
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Measurements on bulk ice and water 
on SEQUOIA-2-peculiarities 

Extra intensity !1- Stationary proton recoil is broadened by the proton
momentum distribution -std dev approx 5 Å-1

Good measurements need to scan broadenings at +/- 25 Å-1

2- X mark the loci where the same broadening (proton’s momentum)
appears at two different couple of values of energy and  wave vectors at the 
SAME SCATTERING ANGLE ! 9



Measurements on bulk ice and 
water on SEQUOIA-3 

Extra intensity !
3- constant angle≠ constant-Q AND constant angle*Jacobian≠ constant-Q 
4- constant-Q strips rebinning is OK
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Measurements on bulk ice and 
water on SEQUOIA-4 

T0 and Fermi chopper pulses overlap
Background at high energies, independent 
of angle and corrected for 11



Neutron Compton profiles 

Good complementarity, comparable results, good scan of constant-Q profiles 
for 20 Å-1 < Q< 40 Å-1 . Line shape analysis in agreement with VESUVIO  

VESUVIO
narrower resolution
higher Q

SEQUOIA
higher Q flexibility
higher E flexibility
Intensity (?)

Q= (20 +/- 1) Å-1Scattering
angle 33 deg
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Better suited for Deuterium and heavier masses?
Use backscattering?

Recover univocal relation between 
atomic momenta and (Q,ħ) 13



Conclusions: Proposal

R& D to exploit resolution improvements: use B and Ta, U, Au multi coated 
absorbing slats,  more curvature, etc… useful for Long Pulse sources as 
well!

Add  Fermi chopper capability  to VESUVIO=INS AND DINS
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